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Warning: Due to the age of the vehicle this ignition kit is aimed at, the factory wiring 
loom may run warm. This is an indicator of unwanted high resistance and is usually 
caused by wire corrosion and heat cycle degradation over time. High resistance along 
ignition wires is not ideal for this high current ignition upgrade. PRP recommends new 
wiring be used with their ignition kits to ensure no damage is caused to both the motor 
and their products. PRP takes no responsibility for any damage caused by incorrect use 
of their products. If unsure about the correct use, please consult a qualified auto 
electrician for installation. 
 

First start by preparing your coils, follow the stages and photos below. 

   

Standard coil out of the box  Dissasemble coil and discard these parts  Swap the stalks and springs with PRP 
provided parts 
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Install rubbers onto white stalk,  Ensure the rubber lip has not pinched Drop the spring into the stalk assembly 

  

Drop the resistor into the coil head Carefully put it together ensuring the spring sits in the resistor well against the 

resistor 
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You may now insert the coils, bolt the coil down with the M6 cap bolts, spring and flat washer provided, the coil will seat 
itself with some downward pressure, you can bolt the bracket down first and insert the coils or put the coils together 
first and the install the whole kit. 
The bracket is screwed to the head using the 2 countersunk cap screws provided. 

  

This stud is usually in the way and it will need to be 
removed and replaced with a standard cap head bolt. 

You can use a T4 star drive socket or vice grips if you must 
they will do the job. 

 
The last modification is to bend this pipe out of the way, use a 3/8 socket extension to give you some leverage. 
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Plug your wiring loom in to face backwards for a standalone ECU or forwards for OEM wiring harnesses, you can tuck the 
wiring and plug away when done and re fit your cover. 
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